WORKERS BEGIN CAMPAIGN FOR UNION PLUGGERS

Secure $12,000 in First Day Of Drive For Memorial Union

That $1,000 Try, 258 persons selected thus far have been won over, the report makes perfectly plain what a tremendous group of men, women, and workers, populum; this is the strong underpinning of the movement, and the number will drill on in the day which may be postponed until May 26 on account of thebecca. Lome W.

said in an interview.

The captain working with 258 of his union men were overjoyed, after the first day of the campaign, with the report that 258 of the 2,500 persons he selected had been secured for the union. R. E. Fitzgerald, director of the campaign, said: "I am perfectly satisfied with the results of the first day. We are starting on the right foot, and I am confident that we will meet with success in the future."

This is the first day of the union campaign, and the people are fully informed as to the material realization of the union. Notes are being handed out to the people in all the leading business centers of the city, where the workers have been secured.

In the Union's Harry, who, after several hours, said he was not satisfied with the results of the first day.

"We have not achieved our goal, but we are moving in the right direction," said Harry. "We have secured 258 of the 2,500 persons we selected, and this is encouraging. We are going to keep on until we have secured all 2,500.

The captains working in the city are doing very well. In fact, they are doing better than I expected. The people are very willing to join the union, and we are going to meet with success in the future.

The union workers are doing a splendid job in the city, and they are going to meet with success in the future.

SCOUT LEADERS PRAISE FACULTY AND STUDENTS

Barcley Says No Salesmen, No Barbecue Could Work Here

The student body, the faculty, and the alumni of the University men at the recent meeting of the University Scouts praised the faculty and the students of the University for their work in the interest of the University. The faculty and the students were given credit for the work that they have done in the interest of the University.

THE WEATHER

For Iowa City and vicinity. Predictions indicate with rising temperatures through the day.

University Men Will Debate With Nebraska And South Dakota Tonight

As a result of an action taken at the meeting of the faculty of the University, the men of the University men at the recent meeting of the University Scouts praised the faculty and the students of the University for their work in the interest of the University. The faculty and the students were given credit for the work that they have done in the interest of the University.
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Kappa Sigma
Members of Kappa Sigma will an­
tegrate to a dance at the chapter
house Saturday night. Dr. and Mrs.
John Voss will be the chaperons.

HOARY MEDIC ORDER ELECTS 2

Resign: And McMichan Named For
Barber Alumni For High Grade

Dwight R. Dawes, Jr., of Iowa City
and Arthur E. Bott of Cedar Falls
are the two men to receive the honor
of barber. Mr. Dawes, a member of
Omega Alpha,優惠or medical fra­
USSISovon. In his spring statement
the chapter will be Dr. W. J. Esten, Jr.,
Dr. and Mrs. C. L. Bollard, Dr. and
Mrs. Frank L. Weber.
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New Blouses
Just Received

Owing to strikes blocks deliveries have been delayed. During the past week however we have received several substantial shipments of just the kind you have wanted.

Oriental, printed silk, made in Jaquette or side tyle.
Kneel now will you like to wear with your suit as well as with that odd skirt.

Made of All Tones as well as Crepe silk.

Prices from $5.89 up to $12.89

SWEATERS
They are in such demand that mills cannot make prompt delivery. We are receiving an advanced and desirable line every day and have a waiting list for others that are expected.
Expected more in this week and will be pleased to have you call them.

The long sleeve coat style with brushed striped body are in big demand. Prices range from $5.89 to $12.50

SEPARATE SKIRTS
Of course you will need one for all purpose wear with that sweater. Plaited or plain of plain or fancy weave.

$6.89 to $12.50

TAPIETTA SIlk DRESSES
Do you know that we have grouped all we have in two lots and you can take your pick for only $17.89 and $23.89

You cannot buy the material and makeing for these prices.

This includes all our newest models.

Rothschild's

South Dakota Agueurs Who Will Meet Iowa Debaters Here Tonight!

Spring Shirts

You'll like our shirts for spring. Dozens of distinctive patterns designed by "Enner" and "Mammon!"

With Attached Collars That Fit

$2 $3 $4

Athletic Underwear

Our buying power again enables us to offer you a good quality athletic union-suit at less than today's market.

65c

OTHERS $1.25 $1.50 $2.00

TENNIS AND BASE BALL SEASON IS ON! ARE YOU READY?

We have both Spalding and Wrangler Goods—Everything fully guaranteed.

Come in and make your selection now while the lines are complete.

Tennis racks sold—Bring in that old racket, it will be like new.

STEWART'S

EXTRA EXTRAS EXTRAS

Fresh Strawberry Ice Cream this week.

GUESS THAT'S ALL WE NEED TO SAY

Stop at any of our dealers and ask for FRESH STRAWBERRY
WE FREEZE TO PLEASE SIDDWELL'S

LANGUAGE MEET OPENS TODAY;
KAY TO SPEAK

M. Firmin Ros To Lecture
On French Opinion And Great Problems

The third annual conference of History Language teachers will open this afternoon at 2 o'clock in room 104 of the liberal arts building. Prof. Guillot, who is the speaker of the hour for the given hour.

Sororities Announce
Change Of Residence

Sororities will make a number of changes in residence, effective at the close of the present school year.

The Alpha Xi Delta, who have lived at 456 S. Jefferson street for a number of years, have purchased Judge Otte's house, 448 Brown street, and will move there in June.

The Delta Gamma have purchased a lot at the corner of College and College Avenue and will begin the construction of a new house this spring which they hope will be ready for occupancy by next fall.

The Delta Zeta will move into the present Delta Gamma house, 469 Davenport street.

The Chi Omega will move from their present home in North Debuque.

TENNIS AND BASE BALL SEASON IS ON!

ARE YOU READY?

We have both Spalding and Wrangler Goods—Everything fully guaranteed.

Come in and make your selection now while the lines are complete.

Tennis racks sold—Bring in that old racket, it will be like new.

STEWART'S
FROSH TENNIS SQUAD TO BE WEED OUT

Tournamei Ant Reduced Number of Men Trying

Tennis.

At a meeting of candidates for the University tennis team, held yesterday afternoo n, it was announced that the frosh

Tennis singles tournament would be held in place of the annual meet.

Owing to the low numbers, the frosh tennis singles tournament will be the only tournament of the season.

Entries for the frosh tennis elec tion will be made as a basis for the tournament.

The winners will be presented with certificates for best performance.

BARRY's TAKE LENGTHWORTH

Lehman, Thickensey, and Hulda work.

Coach Barry sent his baseball nine through a fairly hard workout on the field yesterday afternoon, polishing up the rough spots before the game.

BARRY's men are well trained and ready for the Spring

KAY's BUNK

The varsity team will meet the

University tennis team from the whole law college

Northwestern, May 4, here

KAY's BUNK

The judge of the games will be Leone Wiggins A4 of

fom er years

of games this spring.

There are many

to be

in the sports.

fascinated fans of

University Bulletin

Aids Elementary History Teachers

The third number of the Uni

versity Bulletin on "Aids for History Teachers" has just been released.

The bulletin contains a number of valuable articles, including:

1. "How to Introduce the Study of History to Young Pupils," by Dr. Brandt.


3. "Methods of Teaching History in the Classroom," by Dr. Johnson.


of the famous educators, that all

The bulletin has been widely circulated and is being used by many

in the field of history teaching.

Many of the students who have seen the bulletin have found it helpful in their work.

The bulletin is available for purchase at

University Bulletin

Aids Elementary History Teachers

for $1.00 each.
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students who were responsible for the shooting. Dr. H. A. B. Adams, who was in charge of the operation, said that the shooting was necessary to prevent further disturbances.

The story of the shooting was reported in the newspapers, and it caused a great deal of controversy. Some people believed that the students had a right to defend themselves, while others felt that the authorities should have handled the situation differently.

In the end, the incident was resolved, and the university was able to move forward. The students who had been involved in the shooting were expelled, and the university took steps to prevent similar incidents from happening again.

It is important to remember that this story is just one example of the many struggles that students have faced throughout history. While progress has been made, there is still work to be done to ensure that all students are treated fairly and with respect.
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New York Tribune

LETS GO SOMEWHERE

April, on this earthly calendar, is the month when folk begin to go on pilgrimages. Without having the energy to venture far, in Des Moines, five hundred years ago this month the students of the University of Iowa will be enjoying a spring break like none other. They will be making the journey to a land where the government will diminish the amount of wealth. The students of this university will be making the journey to a land where the government will diminish the amount of wealth. The students of this university will be making the journey to a land where the government will diminish the amount of wealth.

**THE SOUNDING BOARD**

*We fortunates,* scolded the man who had waited twenty years for his seat in the world of men to repeat the same sentence with which he had left the house. While the government will diminish the amount of wealth, the students of this university will be making the journey to a land where the government will diminish the amount of wealth. The students of this university will be making the journey to a land where the government will diminish the amount of wealth.

**OUT FOR BLOOD**
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Lassen Wins in Freshman Declamation
Award Merry Prize of $80 to Constantia; Taking First and Second Places
First place in the Freshman declamatory contest held Tuesday evening, in the Union, was delivered by Arnold A. Lesch of Anamosa, with the declamation, "The Yonder-Island." Second prize was given to Philip C. Walker of Algona with his delivery entitled, "My Day in Heaven." Third place was awarded Joseph M. DeWitt of Fort Dodge with "The Day the Sea Turned Blue." A prize of $50 was given to the winners of first and second places by Prof. Glenn W. Mears, of the department of speech. This is the first year that the Lassen prize has been offered although the contest is an annual affair.

Eight freshmen, two women and six men, competed in the final contest Tuesday. Each of the contestants delivered a thousand word declamation which was judged on the basis of effective delivery, literary content which illustrated literary knowledge and dramatic presentation.

Sale of Dresses
A special lot of dresses is included in the new prices effective today. In this offering will be found printed crepes, flat crepes and Bombachetta, which sold formerly as high as $45.50.

SALE PRICE $16.75 to $32.50

The Shop of Helen Donovan

Everybody will want to see these Historical Silk Dolls
ON DISPLAY THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
This exhibit which attacted such widespread interest at the New York National Silk Show can now be seen at Dolly Henderson's College Shop.

Dolly Henderson's College Shop
OVER PRINCE'S FLOWER SHOP
Trotsky writes article with developing industry. The election of the editor-in-chief of the Daily Iowan of the University of Iowa Thursday, April 12, 1934.

FRIVOL ELECTION OCCURS BY MAY 1

Two Iowa teams held their last debate of the season Tuesday night at the Home of the Daily Iowan. They had an opportunity to observe the combination in a tourant debate against Iowa last year, and G. W. L. 2nd, Delta Sigma Rho, against South Dakota 1st. Their first speaker, T. Ronald Jones, 2nd of South Dakota, John Jones, 1st of Iowa, and the head judges were B. W. 2nd, Phi Delta Kappa, and G. W. L. 2nd, Delta Sigma Rho, respectively.

The bid came Wednesday from the desk of Louis Thomas, secretary, who contributed. an article appears on the front page in conjunction with the Russian connection headed by M. Berkman.

OPEN CHINA WEEK AT Y. M. W.

One of the greatest traditions of the Chinese people is the Chinese New Year, which is celebrated in China and observed around the world.

Dr. Shubina Ross speaks of Chinese furs at Y. M. W. - All Learning.

"One of the greatest traditions of the Chinese people is the Chinese New Year, which is celebrated in China and observed around the world."

The T. W. C. A. began its Chinese Week with its meeting this afternoon. One of the features of the meeting was a display of the new furs which the Chinese girls of the University on Friday afternoon from those to five clock in the girls' dormitories.

TROCKY GUARD TO DES Moines To Resume J. M. Duties

When Trotsky goes to Russia, he has been at the University in charge of the university T. M. D. Y. and the T. M. D. Y. of the University of Iowa. He has been at the University for two years, and has been there for the past two years.
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